
BE THE CHANGE - WEEK 7: Jan. 12-18  
Unity, Fairness & Perspective 

Do something! A friend recently posted that when a building is on 
fire, you don't just have positive thoughts and pray – you call 911 
and you warn the people in the building. Well, of course. At the 
same time, you don't rush into the building without some kind of 
plan and a way to keep yourself from harm either. Engaged          
spirituality is not an “either/or” way – not either you are praying or 
you are acting. It's an “and/both” - pray, open to right action and 
then act. It was Gandhi who famously said, “My greatest weapon is 
silent prayer.” That was not a flippant response to a reporter's  
question but an instruction and a guide. 

We are aiming the arrow of our intention, and prayer is a centering 
tool to aim true and straight. Our challenge this week (and every 
week) is to embody the perspective of unity in our thoughts, speech 
and actions. If we want to change any part of the outer world, we 
must begin by becoming crystal clear that we are one with all – 
there is no other. This is a spiritual reality; and when fully lived, a 
powerful perspective that can transform any apparent adversary or 

situation by unifying with, rather than demonizing. As a famous cartoon from long ago said, “We have met 
the enemy, and he is us.” 

Every great change in the wheel of evolution has occurred through a process of insight and new               
perspective. Think about that – EVERY change. When moving into action and holding the awareness of  
oneness, insight can be shared in an atmosphere of respect. 

I wish you well in this journey of transformation and engaged spirituality. 

Dr. Andrea 

P.S. Our video for this week is a wonderful message about perspective from author and activist Elizabeth 
Gilbert. We love this talk and want you to know that it is interrupted by commercials a couple of times. It is 
THAT good, that we hope you can ignore those and focus on the message she brings:  www.supersoul.tv/
supersoul-sessions/elizabeth-gilbert-flight-hummingbird-curiosity 

 

This week’s assignments: 
 6 Days a Week: Do ten minutes or more of spiritual practice. 
 6 Days a Week: Read the daily passages from Mark Nepo’s “The Book of Awakening” - Jan. 12-18. 
 Watch/Listen to Elizabeth Gilbert’s featured talk from Oprah Winfrey’s “Super Soul Sunday” series: 
 “Flight of the Hummingbird: The Curiosity Driven Life”  
 http://www.supersoul.tv/supersoul-sessions/elizabeth-gilbert-flight-hummingbird-curiosity 
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BE THE CHANGE - WEEK 7: Jan. 12-18  
Unity, Fairness & Perspective 

 
Prelude 

by Oriah Mountain Dreamer 
 
What if there is no need to change, no need to try to transform yourself into someone who is 
more compassionate, more present, more loving or wise? 
 
How would this affect all the places in your life where you are endlessly trying to be better? 
 
What if the task is simply to unfold, to become who you already are in your essential nature -
gentle, compassionate, and capable of living fully and passionately present…? 
 
What if the question is not why am I so infrequently the person I really want to be, but why do I so 
infrequently want to be the person I really am? 
 
How would this change what you think you have to learn? 
 
What if becoming who and what we truly are happens not through striving and trying but by     
recognizing and receiving the people and places and practices that offer us the warmth of           
encouragement we need to unfold? 
 
How would this shape the choices you make about how to spend today? 
 
What if you knew that the impulse to move in a way that creates beauty in the world will arise 
from deep within and guide you every time you simply pay attention and wait? 
 
How would this shape your stillness, you movement, your willingness to follow this impulse,         
to just let go and dance? 
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